E.ON Drive
ElectricFleet
The complete solution for
your electric fleet

In cooperation with

Drive

The vehicle fleet
of tomorrow is
more efficient,
sustainable and,
more importantly,
electric
Let’s make it happen together

Electromobility is picking up speed, with
manufacturers launching lots of e-models
and the state promoting development with
significant tax benefits. It’s high time to
jump on the bandwagon,
which is why E.ON Drive is now offering its
ElectricFleet service, making it easier than
ever for companies to exploit all the benefits
of an electric vehicle fleet.
In cooperation with Car Professional
Management, the market leader for fleet
management in Germany and part of the
Société Générale Group, we provide you with
a complete package - from leasing contract
to charging station, from data management
to green power. Exploit the potential of
e-mobility for your company, your image and
your employees.
Together we can advance e-mobility in
Europe.

E.ON has been a proud member of the Climate
Group’s global EV100 initiative since 2018,
which aims to make electric vehicles the new
normal by 2030. In an effort to lead the way,
we’re gradually electrifying our own vehicle
fleet and car parks – for employees, guests and
customers.

The complete
solution, from work
to home
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Do electric fleets require a lot of work? Not any more, as the E.ON
Drive ElectricFleet provides everything your company needs to
make the switch. We install the charging columns in your company
car park, provide your employees with ChargeCards for charging
on the go, and install wall boxes at private parking spaces at home.
You always have an overview of where and for how long vehicles
are charging and how high the actual energy consumption is. Your
employees enjoy the convenience of care-free electric driving,
as you benefit from simple implementation provided by a single
company.

Your employees choose their preferred
electric car from our cooperation partner
Car Professional Management, Germany’s
market leader for fleet management and
part of the Société Generale Group.

We’ll provide your company with a tailored,
future-proof charging infrastructure
that’s modular in its design for subsequent expansion. We take responsibility
for planning, installation in the company’s
car park, and transparent data analysis.
Completely tailored to your needs.

Your employees can charge on the go with
the E.ON Drive app and ChargeCard at
more than 5,800 charging points, which
form a dense supply network throughout
Germany.

At home, your employees charge using
the E.ON Drive SmartBox, which we, of
course, are happy to install.

Finally practical:
e-mobility for
company cars

Good arguments for
adding electric vehicles
to your fleet
Reach CO2 and
sustainability goals

An electric fleet offers a whole host of benefits for companies, including
reduced CO2 emissions, which are further decreased in combination with
renewable energy and which will help you reach your sustainability goals
sooner. Lower levels of noise and pollution are also significant advantages.

Electric vehicles reduce
operating and petrol costs by
up to 50%

Electric vehicles in the fleet also make economic sense, as they decrease
operating and maintenance costs over the long term. You can also rely on
stable energy prices and enjoy freedom from volatile petrol prices.

Employee demand
is growing

The fast-growing selection of electric vehicles and the 0.5% tax as a perk also
make electric vehicles attractive for your employees. That’s something you
should be prepared for.
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0.5% tax for electric
company cars
Extensive funding by the Federal
and State Governments

Employees, fleet
managers and the
environment –
everyone benefits
E.ON Drive ElectricFleet
is developed in
collaboration with
Car Professional
Management and is
tailor-made to meet
the needs of fleet
customers.

Fleet managers

As you increase the percentage of electric vehicles,
you boost sustainability and reduce consumption
and maintenance costs for your company. We’ll be
happy to provide you with a custom quote.

Employees

Help your employees switch to e-mobility and allow
them to enjoy the 0.5% tax on company cars, which
went into effect in 2019.

Decision makers

Facility managers

An electric fleet will make your company more
innovative and allow you to develop a sustainable
image, which is attractive to younger talents. Our
complete solution means less work for you and reduces
costs over the long term.

Tailored to your location and requirements, we develop a
modular, future-proof infrastructure solution for you.

Your employees
drive electric
vehicles – E.ON
Drive organises
implementation

Full invoice and data
transparency

E.ON Drive platform
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Simple set-up

Charging at work

Charging on the go

Charging at home

Integration into the company

Your individual consultation
is the first step. Together we
configure the electric fleet and
charging infrastructure that
works for you – with a modular
design and transparency. New
vehicles and users can be
conveniently added at any time.

With E.ON Drive’s custom
charging solutions, your
employees, guests and
customers can conveniently
charge in the company car
park. Preferably with certified
renewable energy.

The charging card and app
allow you to charge on the
go at over 5,800 charging
stations, with invoicing also
occurring on the E.ON Drive
platform.

The home charging station
sources home energy or
certified E.ON renewable
energy with transparent
documentation. The employee
can thus charge privately,
whilst the company maintains
an overview of costs and can
refund them.

With E.ON Drive ElectricFleet,
you always have control
over charging sessions and
invoice data. E.ON offers other
energy solutions which can be
integrated with ease.

Two cards, one aim:
unlimited mobility
The E.ON Drive app will help you locate charging stations near you. And with
the E.ON Drive ChargeCard, you can charge and pay at more than 5,800
points throughout Germany, with a high level of transparency. Billing is
conveniently carried out as part of your monthly statement via Car Professional
Management. Your usage data is integrated into the total cost display so that
you still keep a full overview.

The Pro charging station

The relaxed
way to drive –
and charge

The Fast charging station

The tried-and-tested Pro charging station features two AC
connectors and an individually designable surface, making it an
eye-catcher in any car park. The online connection to the E.ON
Drive back end enables permanent monitoring, RFID and appbased user identification, and the presentation, evaluation and
export of all charging sessions.

This charging station is called Fast because it is fast, thanks to 50
kW direct current, which can charge a BMW i3 to 80% in just over
30 minutes. The Fast charging station is ideal for highly frequented
car parks.

·	Two charging points: two vehicles can be charged
at the same time
· Available with two 22 kW or one 22 kW and one 11 kW
· Compatible with all vehicles with Type 2 connector
· Charges up to 9.5 times faster than a household power socket
· 1 hour of charging for a range of up to 150 km

· From 30 to 80% battery capacity in 15 minutes
· One DC 50 kW, one AC 22 kW
· Alternating and direct current
·	Compatible with all vehicles featuring Type 2, CHAdeMO
and CCS connectors
· With a design of your choice

Dynamic
duo: electric
vehicle and
SmartBox

Charging capacity from
3.7 to 22 kW

Both at work

With charging
cable or colour

Wall-mounted or
free-standing on
column

… and at home

Compact
housing

Capable of load
management

And that’s
just the
beginning
E.ON Drive is your partner for the world of energy and mobility of the
21st century. With our modular solutions, we already support BMW,
Nissan and the city of Copenhagen and, with our expertise, can do the
same for you. We can also ensure full implementation of an electric
fleet at your company, including intelligent load management and, on
request, 100% certified renewable energy for all charging sessions. So
you’re well prepared for the future.

100% clean energy
throughout Europe
Join the Europe-wide
E.ON Drive network
Modern energy generation and
storage solutions
Intelligent energy and load
management
100% renewable energy
By 2020, we’ll have installed 250 ultra-fast charging (UFC)
stations throughout Europe, which offer an output of 150 kW and
can charge an electric vehicle in minutes.

Drive

Charge-ON GmbH
Georg-Brauchle-Ring 52–54
80992 Munich
Germany
E.ON Drive E-Mobility hotline
T +49 (0)800 589 0956
Monday to Friday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
kundenservice@eon-drive.de

In cooperation with

www.eon.de/electricfleet

